UNIT II
Human Relation Survey

Name: __________________________________________

Date: ___________________________________________

Circle the correct answer:

1. T or F Communications between the school bus driver and the students can provide a positive influence in helping shape the character of the student.

2. T or F The bus ride is an extension of the classroom.

3. T or F Most students want consistent boundaries and rules.

4. T or F Some misconduct incidences involving student behavior can be ignored.

5. T or F Discipline is better received if balanced with negative reinforcement.

6. T or F An incident of harassment on the school bus can be dealt with by threats of expulsion or removal from the school bus.

7. T or F A school bus driver that is self-aware of the benefits that positive reinforcement has will be more successful in overall student management.

8. T or F Serious incidents of misconduct, such as weapons violations, fights or threats of violence do not have to be reported.

9. T or F Solving a dispute between students on your school bus could as simple as assigning seats to students involved.

10. T or F A school bus driver must provide a safe and positive environment on the school bus.
UNIT II
Human Relation Survey
(Answer Key)

Note: This survey is a resource for the trainer to monitor how familiar employees are with the information in Unit 1. This IS NOT a substitute for the required survey on student conduct and students with special needs.

1. **TRUE** Communications between the school bus driver and the students can provide a positive influence in helping shape the character of the student.

2. **TRUE** The bus ride is an extension of the classroom.

3. **TRUE** Most students want consistent boundaries and rules.

4. **FALSE** Misconduct incidences involving student behavior cannot be ignored.

5. **FALSE** Discipline is better received if balanced with positive reinforcement.

6. **FALSE** Drivers must follow school district policies governing incidents of harassment or bullying.

7. **TRUE** A school bus driver that is self-aware of the benefits that positive reinforcement has will be more successful in overall student management.

8. **FALSE** Serious incidents of misconduct, such as weapons violations, fights or threats of violence must be immediately reported per school district policy.

9. **TRUE** Solving a dispute between students on your school bus could as simple as assigning seats to students involved.

10. **TRUE** A school bus driver must provide a safe and positive environment on the school bus.